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FOLDING 
INSTRUCTIONS

When it’s time, turn over and repeat for 8-15 

Print A3, double sided flipped on long side, no page 
scaling

Self-Guided
Gallery Trail

Find the Museum Staff’s 
Favourite Artefacts

What is this?

What 
happened 

 to it?

Who did this 
watch belong 

to?

Which war did 
he fight in?

Which 
ship is this 
from?
Hint: Use the iPads to 
find out.

What did T A Hutchins have in 
his ditty box?

What special 
items would 
you put in a 
ditty box?
Remember they 
are small boxes.

Why did the 
sailors of 

HMS NeW 
ZeALAND 

want the 
captain to 
wear this 
piu piu in 

battle?

What do you 
call it when 
sailors do 
activities to 
pass the 
time on 
ship?

Napier and the Royal New 
Zealand Navy have a 
special connection.

Why?

What did the 
crew of HMS 
VeRONICA do 
to help Napier?

COLLECTIONS 
ASSISTANT’S 

PICK
commUnications 
manageR’s Pick

events manageR’s 
Pick

mUseUm diRectoR’s Pick PUblic PRogRammes
cooRdinatoR’s Pick

collections 
manageR’s 

Pick
gUide Host’s Pick
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1314158 Find your favourite artefact in 

the Museum.  
Describe it.
Draw it.

Find the following and write 
what they are...

 A children’s toy

 Something to steer a  
 ship

 Something to wear

 Something for a dog

 Something made from  
 feathers

 Something smaller  
 than your hand

 Something precious

Which Royal New 
Zealand Navy 
ships went to 
Mururoa?

This piece of metal has 
been mounted onto a 

piece of pounamu.  
Where did the metal  

come from?

What sort 
of duties did 
New Zealand 

peace keepers 
undertake?

What was 
this type of 
punishment 

called in Navy 
“jack speak”?

don’t worry we don’t use it 
anymore 

Which ship was this on?

What 
battle 

are they 
famous 

for?

Where 
is this 
used?

What is it 
used for?

ReseaRcHeR’s Pick
PHotogRaPHic 
aRcHivist’s Pick

oPeRations manageR’s 
Pick

gUide Host’s Pick
gUide Host’s PickedUcatoR’s Pick


